Category-specificity and modality-specificity in semantic memory.
Studies of agnosia have revealed two apparently orthogonal dimensions along which knowledge may break down. In some cases, knowledge of specific categories (such as living things) seems lost, regardless of the modality being tested. In other cases, knowledge in specific modalities (such as vision) seems lost, regardless of the category of stimuli being tested. These different sets of phenomena suggest different organizations for knowledge in the brain, the first by category and the second by modality. Unfortunately, possible confoundings between category, modality, and difficulty level in the previous studies prevent us from drawing strong conclusions from these data. The present study was aimed at assessing the nature of the breakdown in the semantic memory of a prosopagnosic patient, by orthogonally varying category and modality, while assessing difficulty level. The findings do not implicate a simple categorical or modality-dependent organization of his knowledge, but rather an organization in which both category and modality play a role.